Antisense repression of StubGAL83 affects root and tuber development in potato.
StubGAL83 is a potato gene that encodes the beta-subunit of a protein kinase complex similar to the yeast SNF1, and the mammalian AMPK complexes that are modulated by changes in the cellular AMP/ATP ratio and are important regulators of metabolic and stress responses. Here we show that the expression of StubGAL83 in potato foliage is much higher in the dark than in the light and can be repressed by metabolisable sugars in the dark. The amounts of StubGAL83 mRNA are higher in sink than in source leaves. To unravel the role of StubGAL83, transgenic potato plants expressing a part of the StubGAL83 cDNA in antisense orientation under the control of the constitutive CaMV35S promoter were generated. Northern analysis revealed a reduction up to 90-95% in StubGAL83 mRNA accumulation in leaves of seven lines. Five out of these seven lines exhibited a reduction of StubGAL83 mRNA levels also in root and tuber tissues. Independent on the type of repression, the transgenic lines showed a delay in rooting and an increased sensitivity to salt stress. The roots were stunted and possessed less pronounced tap roots than the controls albeit with different severity in the different transgenic lines. The root cells were smaller and some of them had irregular shape. Tuberisation of the antisense-StubGAL83 lines was delayed, the size of the tubers was reduced while the number of tubers per plant was increased. These results together suggest that StubGAL83 affects root and tuber development probably by altering the metabolic status of the leaves.